
 

 

 

 

The Elixir of Life (1915) 

Background 

By early 1915 Ransome was living primarily in Russia. His eyesight and health were both too 
poor for military service, but he hoped to do useful work as a war correspondent. Whilst 
awaiting an opportunity, he continued work on Old Peter’s Russian Tales and then, on 
February 20, decided to try writing his first novel, “if only to prove to myself that I could“. 

Ransome completed the first draft of 60,000 words in one month, despite losing nearly a 
week’s work because of broken glasses and violent stomach pains. He worried constantly 
that he was wasting time by being self-indulgent, so travelled to Petrograd to seek his 
friend, Hugh Walpole’s, reassurance. Walpole duly gave it, and on May 5 Ransome posted 
the revised manuscript to Methuen, in London. 

 

Synopsis 

The Elixir of Life is an eighteenth century romance about a young gentleman, his uncle, a 
Satanic philosopher and a damsel in distress. 

 

First publication 

Published by Methuen & Co in September, 1915. 

 

Availability 

Out of Print. 
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Old Peter’s Russian Tales (1916) 

Background 

By mid-1913 Arthur Ransome was ready for a fresh start. He was relieved to have won the 
Oscar Wilde libel case, and he remained interested in literary criticism. But the stress 
involved turned him against writing further biographies. Ransome hankered instead to 
write more stories. He had been intrigued by Ralston’s Russian Folk Tales in the London 
Library. It suggested that Russian folklore offered rich material, provided they were told in 
an accessible way. Ransome had for years been re-telling the Anansi stories, which he had 
learnt from Pixie Coleman Smith during his Bohemian days in London. He was convinced 
that these offered a story-telling method which he could apply to Russian folktales. 

Moving to Russia also offered Ransome a temporary escape from his failing marriage. He 
arrived in St Petersburg on June 14, 1913. Over the next three months he began to learn 
Russian from nursery primers and newspapers. He progressed quickly, and was soon 
making rough translations of stories. Some of these early works eventually appeared in The 
War of the Birds and the Beasts. In the spring of 1914 Ransome received a commission to 
write a guide to St Petersburg. Returning to Russia, he researched and wrote the guide in 
two months, only for the outbreak of the First World War to scupper any prospect of its 
publication. 

Arthur Ransome’s eyesight and general health precluded active military service. But he 
hoped to be able to do useful work as a war correspondent. Whilst waiting for a suitable 
opportunity during the first half of 1915, he continued to work on Old Peter’s Russian Tales 
alongside the manuscript for The Elixir of Life. 

In June 1916, Ransome sent his final corrections, and Old Peter’s illustrations (by the 
esteemed artist Dmitri Isidorovich Mitrokhin), to his Edinburgh publishers in the British 
diplomatic bag. Ransome corrected the proofs with W G and Barbara Collingwood’s help. 

 

Buried Treasure 

Old Peter’s Russian Tales was re-published by ART as part of Old Peter’s Russian Tales & the 
Battle of the Birds and the Beasts in 2016. 

 

Synopsis 

Old Peter contains 22 stories. These are not direct translations from specific Russian 
versions, but rather re-tellings in Ransome’s own words. Ransome created three 
characters, a young boy and girl and an old man (Vanya, Maroosia and Old Peter). This let 
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him tell the stories through Old Peter, using words and ideas that made sense to British 
audiences. 

 

First publication 

Published by T C & E C Jack in November, 1916. 

 

Availability 

In Print: 

Old Peter’s Russian Tales & the Battle of the Birds and the Beasts 
Arthur Ransome Trust 
ISBN 978-0995568105 
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On Behalf of Russia (1918) 

Background 

By 1918 Ransome was an established war correspondent and political journalist for the 
Daily News, whose work was also syndicated to newspapers in the US. He had come to 
know many of the leading Bolsheviks making “friends with some and enemies of a very 
few“. In April, 1918, he agreed to write “a sort of open letter to America“, in the hope it 
might reconcile the West to the Soviet government, thereby sustaining the latter as an ally 
against Germany  in the ongoing World War. 

Ransome wrote the pamphlet, some 10,000 words long, in only 36 hours, in time for 
Colonel Robbins, the head of the American Red Cross in Russia, to take it to the United 
States. 

Within a year On Behalf of Russia had been published in Russia itself, under the title The 
Soviet Government of Russia, and in Britain (by the Workers’ Socialist Federation, without 
Ransome’s permission) as The Truth About Russia.  

 

Synopsis 

On behalf of Russia has six chapters: The March Revolution in Russia; The Provisional 
Government and the Soviet; What is the Republic of Soviets?; The Constituent Assembly; 
Peace Negotiations and The Soviet Government and the Allies. 

 

First publication 

Published in July, 1918 in the USA. 

 

Availability 

In Print, within: 

Six Weeks in Russia in 1919 
Faber Finds  
ISBN 978-0571269068 
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Six Weeks in Russia in 1919 (1919) 

Background 

In August, 1918, censorship and civil war forced Ransome to leave Russia for Stockholm. He 
remained there until January, 1919, when the Swedes expelled him. The Soviet 
Government then allowed him to return to Russia, where he spent February and March, 
gathering material for a history of the Russian Revolution and a report for the British 
Government. 

Ransome never completed a full history of the Russian Revolution. But on his return to 
Britain he persuaded Stanley Unwin to publish a book on Russian affairs. In this work, 
Ransome was determined “to counteract the misinformation which seemed to me to have 
launched us on a course that must end in disaster” – ie the British Government’s policy of 
military intervention in the Russian Civil War. 

He wrote Six Weeks in Russia (and his report for the Foreign Office) in 19 days, working 
sixteen hours a day at his mother’s house in Leeds. It proved very popular with readers, and 
rather less popular with the Foreign Office. More significantly it impressed C P Scott, the 
editor of the Manchester Guardian, who subsequently hired Ransome as his correspondent 
in Russia. 

 

First publication 

Published by George Allen & Unwin, Ltd in June, 1919. 

 

Availability 

In Print: 

Six Weeks in Russia in 1919 
Faber Finds  
ISBN 978-0571269068 
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Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp (1919) 

Background 

Ransome wrote Aladdin in the winter of 1913 – 14, at the same time that he was writing 
The Blue Treacle (1993). He signed a contract with Nisbet and Co in December, 1914. 
Publication was then delayed for five years by the war and Ransome’s frequent absence 
from Britain. 

 

Synopsis 

Aladdin is a children’s book in rhymed verse. 

 

First publication 

Published by Nisbet & Co December, 1919. 

 

Availability 

Out of Print. 
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The Soldier and Death (1920) 

Background 

Ransome had always intended to follow Old Peter’s Russian Tales with further collections of 
Russian folklore. In mid-1917, he secured agreement for a second volume with Macmillan, 
but progress on it was increasingly disrupted by his j0urnalistic duties, the growing crisis in 
Russia and Ransome’s poor health. 

Ransome did complete The Soldier and Death as a kind of “tuning fork” for the rest of his 
second collection. Macmillan approved it, and subsequently published it as a single story in 
1920. It has been republished since, both as a separate volume, and incorporated into The 
War of the Birds and the Beasts and Other Russian Tales (1984). 

 

Buried Treasure 

The Soldier and Death was re-published by ART as part of Old Peter’s Russian Tales & the 
Battle of the Birds and the Beasts in 2016. 

 

Synopsis 

The Soldier and Death is a single folktale. 

 

First publication 

Published by John G Wilson in July, 1920. 

 

Availability 

In Print within: 

Old Peter’s Russian Tales & the Battle of the Birds and the Beasts 
Arthur Ransome Trust  
ISBN 978-0995568105 
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The Crisis in Russia (1921) 

Background 

In January, 1920 Ransome informed Allen & Unwin that he was writing a new book about 
Russia. By this time he was living in Reval (Tallin) in Estonia, journeying occasionally into 
Russia itself, where he had “…collected material for a small book on the economic crisis and 
the means being taken for dealing with it…” By July he had written it, but his return to 
Britain with it was delayed by the Russo-Polish peace negotiations in late August. Unwin 
sent his formal agreement to publish to Ransome in Chelsea in October, after which 
Ransome returned to Reval, where he corrected his text in December, thus delaying 
publication until February of the following year. 

The Crisis in Russia sold as poorly as its earlier sister volume, Six Weeks in Russia had sold 
well. The difference seems to be partly due to the publication of large numbers of books 
about the Soviet Union in the intervening period. 

 

First publication 

Published by George Allen & Unwin Ltd February, 1921. 

 

Availability 

In Print: 

The Crisis in Russia 
Faber Finds 
ISBN 978-0571269075 
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Racundra’s First Cruise (1923) 

Background 

By 1920 Ransome had settled with Evgenia Shelepina  in Reval, in Estonia. Evgenia was 
Trotsky’s former secretary and Ransome’s future second wife. Ransome had begun working 
for the Manchester Guardian in late 1919. But he was concentrating on writing longer 
articles for the paper, rather than reporting day-to-day. This gave him time both to pursue 
his passion for fishing, and also to renew his interest in sailing. He had first experienced the 
latter with the Collingwood family on Coniston Water nearly twenty years before. 

Early experiences with two small boats, Slug and Kittiwake, wetted Ransome’s appetite 
sufficiently for him to dream of something bigger. In April, 1921, he met Otto Eggers, a 
renowned boat designer. By August he had commissioned Eggers to design a yacht, and a 
Riga boat yard to build it. 

Racundra was launched, unfinished, in July 1922, and departed on her maiden cruise on 20 
August. Ransome kept a detailed logbook of the cruise. With encouragement from both his 
old mentor, W G Collingwood, and his publisher, Stanley Unwin, Ransome turned his log 
book into a manuscript for Racundra’s First Cruise over the winter of 1922 – 23. 

In many respects Racundra’s First Cruise was Ransome’s first really successful book and a 
crucial step in his development as a writer. It has remained in print and is currently 
published with extensive additional material, compiled by the editor, Brian Hammett. This 
includes an introduction, chapters about the first two boats Ransome owned (Slug, in 1920, 
and Kittiwake, in 1921), a chapter about the writing of Racundra’s First Cruise, and 
Ransome’s previously unpublished essay, On the Pirate Ship.  

 

Synopsis 

Racundra’s First Cruise is Ransome’s account of the building and maiden voyage of his first 
yacht, Racundra, from Riga, in Latvia, to Helsingfors (Helsinki) in Finland and back, in August 
and September, 1922.  Racundra sailed with three crew, the “Master and 
Owner” (Ransome), the “Cook” (Evgenia) and the “Ancient Mariner” (Karl Schmel, who 
Ransome later imortalised as his fictional character, Peter Duck). 

 

First publication 

Published by George Allen & Unwin Ltd in July, 1923. 
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Availability 

In Print: 

Racundra’s First Cruise (edited with additional material by Brian Hammett) 
Fernhurst 
ISBN: 978-1909911239 
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The Chinese Puzzle (1927) 

Background 

In December, 1926, Ransome set off for China, to report on the war between the 
Nationalists and the Kuomingtang for the Manchester Guardian and the Baltimore Sun.  He 
traveled out by ship and returned across Russia in the Trans-Siberian Railway. His 
newspaper reports and articles on China appeared between January and August, 1927. 

Back in Britain, Lloyd George suggested that Ransome turn his articles into a book, and both 
C P Scott and Stanley Unwin agreed. Unfortunately publication was delayed, first by 
Ransome taking time over his corrections, then by Lloyd George refusing to write his 
foreword until he had read the final proofs. This was disastrous for a book on fast-moving 
contemporaneous events. When it finally appeared, The Chinese Puzzle sold very poorly. 

 

Synopsis 

The Chinese Puzzle is a re-working of Ransome’s newspaper reports and articles from China, 
with a foreword by David Lloyd George. 

 

First publication 

Published by George Allen & Unwin in November, 1927. 

 

Availability 

Out of Print. 
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Rod and Line (1929) 

Background 

Between August, 1925 and September, 1929, Ransome wrote a weekly fishing column, 
called Rod and Line, for the Manchester Guardian. In total he produced some 215 articles. 

In mid-1927, the publisher Jonathan Cape contacted Ransome, asking for permission to 
take over Racundra’s First Cruise, for re-issue in their Traveller’s Library series. Ransome 
was delighted, as he had “always looked upon (that) book as the first sign of escape from 
the political writing in which I had been engulfed for so long“. With Allen & Unwin’s 
agreement the transfer was made, and Ransome thus began his long relationship with 
Jonathan Cape. 

Soon afterwards, Cape suggested that it was time Ransome began putting together “some 
books” to support himself when he got old. Cape had in mind collections of essays on 
various subjects. Ransome suggested a selection of his Rod and Line fishing articles. Cape 
agreed and published these in 1929.  

Rod and Line is arguably “one of the three or four most important fishing books of this 
century in any language” (Jeremy Swift, Arthur Ransome on Fishing, 1994). In 1982, 
Granada TV filmed a number of the essays, presented and narrated by Michael Horden. 
Rod and Line remains in print. 

Jonathan Cape never got his other essays. Instead he got Swallows and Amazons and its 
sequels. However, they proved more than sufficient to support Ransome’s retirement. 

 

Synopsis 

Rod and Line includes fifty fishing essays, taken from Ransome’s weekly Manchester 
Guardian column. Ransome re-edited many before including them in this volume. He also 
included his own translation from the fishing memoirs of Sergei Aksakov, a Russian 
nobleman. 

 

First publication 

Published by Jonathan Cape July, 1929. 
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Availability 

In Print: 

Rod and Line 
Medlar Press 
ISBN: 978-1899600410 
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